EDITOR’S LETTER
It seems like hardly any time ago that we released the
first issue of GRAPHITE, yet here we are with the third!

WHAT’S INSIDE
04 | Getting Even
An interview with Even Amundsen

Each new issue always feels like our favorite, and this
one is no different; we can’t wait for you to dig into it,
and hope you enjoy it as much as we do.
These first three issues have helped us become more
confident and refined in the process of creating

14 | The pike
Illustrating in watercolors with Asya Lisina

28 | In orbit
Sketching and concept design with Jonas Minnebo

GRAPHITE – branding, designing, editing, publishing
– and we feel like they’ve laid a strong foundation for
the magazine going forward, allowing us to focus with

38 | Frankfurt
Sketching and painting on location with Jenny Adam

clear minds on the content we want to deliver next.

48 | Risokth the Wanderer
Whether you’re an existing subscriber or a new reader

Sketching and designing a character with Jose Gómez

picking up GRAPHITE for the first time, we hope this
issue delights you with more exciting tutorials and
interviews by artists with a wide array of specialisms,

58 | The Gallery
A selection of inspiring drawings

interests, and approaches. And, as always, we welcome
your feedback. What do you think of GRAPHITE so far?
How did you hear about us? Send us an email – we’d

68 | Here be dragons
Concept development, sketching, and painting with Iris Compiet

love to hear from you.

80 | Monster maker
Until next time!

Marisa Lewis
Editor

03

An interview with Mike Azevedo

88 | Battleborn
A narrative illustration project with Daniel Landerman

cover artist:

Even Amundsen
Day 180: “Her eyes were
silver and midnight, and
they had no give in them.”

An interview with Even Amundsen

“She grew her vines slowly, tenderly, and with
care, her pride evident in every gorgeous
curve, every interweaving spiral. It was no
easy task, as the covenant was for protection,
and the growers were more likely to sprout
where they could best defend their host. To
change this took more than a little will.
Vain as it was, she allowed herself this
indulgence. She had been a War Dancer for so
long that she saw it as her right. The protection
was still there, and what vulnerabilities she
opened up, she was sure she could cover with
her skill.
The oldest of the War Dancers were often
spotted by how they directed their growers
to suit their dance, and she hardly saw the
difference in what she did. She was after all
the best of her generation.”

Illustrating in watercolors
with Asya Lisina

IN ORBIT
Sketching and concept design with Jonas Minnebo

F ra n kfu r t
Sketching and painting on location with Jenny Adam

RISOKTH THE WANDERER
Sketching and designing a character with Jose Gómez

Featured artists:
Paulette Jo
Jenna Kass
Olivier “Moon” Menanteau
Hai An
Steven Russell Black
Yusa Cui
Vivian Mineker

De clamavis
© Paulette Jo
Graphite and golden leaf
on illustration board

HERE BE

DRAGONS
Concept development, sketching, and painting with Iris Compiet

An interview with Mike Azevedo

Sketchbook page
from a trip to Croatia

BAT TL E B O R N
A narrative illustration project with Daniel Landerman | Story by Adam J. Smith

“Sylas the Battleborn planted his boots on the precipice at the
water’s edge. Waves crashed around him, the sea-foam misting
the air. It was here he would make his stand. Sword drawn, with
the tail of his bandana whipping fiercely in the wind, he roared
to be heard over the breaking waves as the pack stalked nearer,
creating a semi-circle of fate. Battleaxes, swords, pickaxes, scythes,
and clubs glimmered in moon- and torchlight; the Viking shapeshifters brandishing them snarled and growled and tentatively
advanced, with more emerging from the shadow of the forest.”
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